Books read together: 'Hans Brinker', Ruskin's 'Seven Lamps of Archi-
tecture', a gift from the Aunts Nell and Jane. Jules Verne's 'Michael
Strogoff', 'Hector Servadac'. Goethe's 'Wilhelm Meister'. The 'Arabian
Nights' as always—Aladdin and his Lamp—and many tales. Not much
poetry. Whittier, Longfellow, Bryant. If they were not poets, they were at
least, poetic.
A seductive touch upon dreaming life were the enchanted and en-
chanting pages of the 'Arabian Nights*!
Enchantment, no less, the tattered illiterature of thrills—the Nickel
Library—secretly read. Hidden at the reading for hours. The culprit
appearing at mealtime—still elsewhere—would fail to answer in time.
Mother would perhaps be anxious.
'What has happened to you, Frank? Are you feeling well?'
'Oh, Mother, I'm all right. I was just thinking.'
'Thinking of what?'
'Oh, just how wonderful the lives of some people are—and what won-
derful things happen to them. And we live along just the same every day.
Nothing ever happens.'
'Frank, what have you been reading?' Mother would ask, fixing him
with her searching eyes.
He would come out with it then and he would lose that one too and
never know if they got the Scarlet Rover in the ambuscade at the river-
crossing or not.
IN MEMORIAM
Was the Nickel Library really bad? Why would mother or father or
teacher take the blood-and-thunder tales away and burn them if they
caught us with them? Greasy, worn and torn like old bank-notes they
would secretly circulate in exchange for a glassie or an aggie or two. One
would go from pocket to pocket until it would have to be patched together
to be read, fragments maddeningly missing at critical moments. Stark,
they were, with the horror of masks and corpses—dripping with gang-
gore—but cool with bravery in the constant crash of catastrophe. The
bravery thrilled. The daring hero, usually some lad like ourselves,
triumphant all the time. Going down, only to come right-side up through
scrambled Indians and half-caste cut-throats, carcasses, bowie knives, and
cutlasses.
The movie requires no imagination. The Nickel Library did. And (just
like 'the movies') all was utterly arranged in every detail to the perfect
satisfaction of the girlish heroine, whose virtue, meantime, was tested and
retested from every possible angle, and ambush—she too, at the critical
moment emerging manhandled but unspotted—with style all the while!
This ill-assorted pair—Frank, good legs and Robie, bad legs—lived
many lives.
One with the lake.
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